MEMO
DATE: February 7, 2021
TO:

Board of County Commissioners, File

FROM: Amy Ramage, PE – County Engineer
RE:

Administrative Adjustment No: AD2020-0005 for Road Exception Report
1500 South Park Loop Road and a portion of the revised Hereford Ranch Tract 1
Applicant/Agent: JHHR Holdings I LLC / SJ Planning Solutions
Subject Roads: Unnamed

The applicant is pursuing a residential development per SKC2020-0001 for a new 84 lot subdivision on undeveloped
land. The property is zoned Suburban. The applicant has requested an exception to the 60’ road right-of-way for a
portion of their proposed road network.

DIVISION 7.6 TRANSPORTATION FACILITY STANDARDS
This exception request is to allow the Right-of-Way easement to be 40’ wide when the County Standard is 60’ for a
minor local road. The roads are otherwise expected to be constructed to meet County Standards. The applicant is also
proposing designating 5’ snow storage, drainage & utility easement on both sides of the roadway.
Standards are as follows:
Subject Road UNNAMED

County Standard
County
for Minor Local Road
Fire Protection Resolution
(ADT<200) Design Speed 20 mph
Standard

AASHTO Guideline

Roadway Width

TO BE
CONSTRUCTED TO
STANDARDS

20'

20'

18' *

Turning Radii

TO BE
CONSTRUCTED TO
STANDARDS

100'

50'

50'-70' **

40'

60'

NA

NA

ROW Easement

* per AASHTO Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads (ADT<400), 2001, Exhibit 1
** per AASHTO Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads (ADT<400), 2001, Exhibit 3
AASHTO=American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials

Pursuant to Section 7.6.4.C.2, the Teton County Engineer may grant exceptions to the standards and regulations
contained in this Section pursuant to Sec 8.8.1. in order to provide flexibility to the application of these standards and
regulations and where exceptions do not materially compromise public safety. In granting an exception the County
Engineer must consider the following minimum criterion:
a. Potential land uses and traffic volumes to be served by the road at build-out
b. Compatibility with adjacent roadway sections; and
c. Effect on non-motorized facility users; and
d. Cumulative effect if an exception to more than one standard is requested; and
e. Effect of the exception on the safety of residents, motorists and non-motorists; and
f. Effect on level of service; and
g. Accident data; and
h. Protection of resources regulated pursuant to Article III; and
i. Potential mitigation measures (including but not limited to, vehicle turn-outs, warning signs, mirrors at curves,
guard rails, mandatory plowing or maintenance contracts, etc.) to address excepted standards or regulations; and
j. Comparative cost of required standard or regulation versus exception request.
This request does not involve road geometry and therefore is not a significant concern for safety or impacts to natural
resources that road exception requests usually contemplate.
Right-of-way widths are intended to reserve area for both immediate or future infrastructure elements including
sidewalks/pathway, parking, utilities, lighting and snow storage. The request to reduce this right-of-way width is not for
lack of overall space as this is a greenfield development, but reduces the land dedicated to transportation infrastructure
for space planning and setbacks within the proposed neighborhood. These are important considerations but are outside
the general intent and purview of a staff technical review. Therefore, at staff’s recommendation, this administrative
adjustment decision has been elevated to the Board of County Commissioners to consider in parallel with the
associated sketch plan.
Note that the applicant is assuming significant multi-modal reductions in their preliminary traffic statement that
accompanied their sketch plan. These align with goals in the Integrated Transportation Plan. However, to accomplish
multi-modal shift, residents must feel safe and accommodated to walk, bike or ride transit which require thoughtful
design and space. Many of the existing surrounding neighborhoods lack this infrastructure. Current County road
standards do not specifically require many of these elements. A more detailed traffic report will be required of the
applicant at the Development Plan (DEV) submittal if the Sketch Plan moves forward.

FINDINGS FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTMENT

Prior to approving an Administrative Adjustment, the Board of County Commissioners shall make all five (5) findings as
required by 8.8.1.C .

1. Complies with the applicability standards of this Section;
2. Either:
a. Compensates for some unusual constraint of the site or proposal that is not shared by
landowners generally, or
b. Better protects natural and scenic resources, or
c. Better supports the purpose of the zone;
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3. Is consistent with the purpose of the zone and the desired future character for the area described
in the Comprehensive Plan;
4. Will not pose a danger to the public health or safety; and
5. The site is not subject to a series of incremental administrative adjustments that circumvent the
purpose of this Section.
PLAN REVIEW COMMITTEE COMMENTS:
Fire Marshal – Not consulted as the roadway geometry related to ability to respond to emergencies will meet
County standards
Planning – See staff report for Planning Commission hearing on December 14, 2020 (attached) which has the
Planning Director’s input on above findings.

SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD COMPARISONS
Cottonwood Park and Rafter J have 40’ road rights-of-way

Indian Trails and Melody Ranch have 60’ road rights-of-way

In general, none of these surrounding neighborhood examples in both Town and County have sidewalks or lighting and
the roadway functions as a shared use facility for motorists, bicycles and pedestrians. This is a choice in neighborhood
planning that has both benefits and detriments.
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PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
At their regularly scheduled meeting on December 14, 2020, the Planning Commission unanimously voted to
recommend denial of ADJ2020-0005. During this meeting, the Commission was presented a staff report from Planning
staff along with recommended findings per LDR Section 8.8.1. Also present at the meeting was the applicant, who gave a
presentation explaining why the Administrative Adjustment was merited. After hearing both presentations and holding a
public hearing, the Commission was unable to make all required findings. More specifically, they were unable to find
that the Administrative Adjustment better supported the purpose of the zone, which states that there should be a
moderate predominance of landscape over buildings. This finding was outlined by the applicant for justification, but the
Commission found that narrowing the right-of-way and placing the homes closer to the street was contrary to the
purpose of the suburban zone. Said packet is attached for reference.

ATTACHMENTS:

Street cross sections from applicant
Original application materials
Memo dated Feb 1 regarding request to elevate ADJ to BCC
Associated Planning Commission staff report dated December 14, 2020
Comp Plan Chapter 7 excerpt
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Application Submittal Checklist for an
ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTMENT (ADJ)
Planning & Development Department
Planning Division
200 S. Willow St.
P.O. Box 1727
Jackson, WY 83001

ph: (307) 733-3959
fax: (307) 739-9208
www.tetonwyo.org

APPLICABILITY. This checklist should be used when submitting an application for an Administrative Adjustment. The purpose of
an administrative adjustment is to provide the Planning Director the ability to allow minor variations to certain requirements and
numerical standards in the LDRs when public review is not needed to ensure the protection afforded the community is upheld.
When is an Administrative Adjustment required?
Approval of an administrative adjustment is required for any use, physical development, development option, or subdivision
proposal that fails to meet an applicable LDR standard, where the strict application of that standard would inadvertently impede
the applicant’s ability to realize the community’s desired future character for the property. An administrative adjustment request
is most often reviewed in conjunction with the application for the use, physical development, development option or subdivision
requiring the adjustment.
Do I need a Pre-Application Conference first?
A Pre-Application Conference is not required prior to submittal of an administrative adjustment, unless the request is submitted
in conjunction with another application that does require a Pre-Application conference. An applicant may request a PreApplication meeting to discuss the requirements and applicable regulations with Planning Staff. This is encouraged for applicants
who are unfamiliar with the regulations and the planning process. If a Pre-Application Conference is held, this checklist may be
modified by staff to reflect the specifics of your project.
FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL. The application shall include a narrative statement addressing each of the applicable Findings for
Approval, found in Section 8.8.1, Administrative Adjustment.
An administrative adjustment shall be approved upon finding the application:
1. Complies with the applicability standards of this Section;
2. Either:
a. Compensates for some unusual constraint of the site or proposal that is not shared by landowners generally, or
b. Better protects natural and scenic resources, or
c. Better supports the purpose of the zone;
3. Is consistent with the purpose of the zone and the desired future character for the area described in the Comprehensive
Plan;
4. Will not pose a danger to the public health or safety; and
5. The site is not subject to a series of incremental administrative adjustments that circumvent the purpose of this Section.
GENERAL INFORMATION.
X Adjustment Requested. Identify the provision of the LDRs from which you are seeking relief. If you are requesting an
administrative adjustment for a Road Exception Request, please provide two copies of the application materials.
X Narrative description of the proposal. Briefly describe the proposed use, physical development, development option or
subdivision requiring the adjustment.
APPLICABLE LDR STANDARDS.
An administrative adjustment request will be reviewed in conjunction with an application for the use, physical development,
development option or subdivision requiring the adjustment. Demonstration of compliance with applicable LDR standards will be
addressed primarily through the application for the use, physical development, development option or subdivision.

ADJ Checklist
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Effective 03/31/2015

Administrative Adjustment for a Road Exception Request
Narrative Description of the Proposal
The applicant is proposing a Sketch Plan application for a residential subdivision, which would be
followed by a Development Plan application and a Final Plat on 26-acres of land zoned Suburban. With a
minimum lot size of 12,000 square feet (0.275 acres), the density that could be achieved by this proposal
would allow 84 lots (83 new lots plus the existing Homestead lot). With a maximum floor area ratio of
0.35 for any residential use, each 12,000 square foot market lot would be permitted up to 4,200 square
feet of floor area.
The lots will be configured such that access is provided by streets in a gridded configuration as shown in
the enclosed site plan. The street network is continuous, meaning none of the streets end in a cul-desac. Trips are collected on internal collector streets that connect to South Park Loop Road to the west,
and to High School Road to the north. The streets will fall into the Local Minor and Major functional
classifications in accordance with the Minimum Planning and Design Standards in Section 7.6.4 Street
and Road Standards of the Teton County Land Development Regulations (LDR’s).
According to the Minimum Planning and Design Standards, the width of the rights-of-ways is required to
be 60-feet with speed limits of 25 mph (Local Minor) and 30 mph (Local Major) The applicant intends to
post a speed limit of 20 mph throughout the development. For roadway sections that will see traffic
volumes in excess of 200 vehicles per day, the right-of-way width is proposed as 60-feet. For portions
less than 200 vehicles per day, the applicant is proposing a right-of-way width of 40-feet with an
additional 5-foot easement on each side of the street for snow storage, drainage, and utilities. This
Roadway Exception Request is for an exception to Section 7.6.4 Street and Road Standards to allow this
reduced right-of-way width accompanied by the snow storage, drainage, and utility easements.
LDR Section 8.1.1.C, Findings for Approval
1. Complies with the applicability standards of this Section;
Complies. LDR Section 8.8.1.B.10 allows for street and road standards to be adjusted as allowed
by 7.6.4.C.
2. Either:
a. Compensates for some unusual constraint of the site or proposal that is not shared by
landowners generally, or
b. Better protects natural and scenic resources, or
c. Better supports the purpose of the zone;
Complies. The intent of the Suburban zone is to provide low to moderate density residential
development. Because of the lower densities and the grid layout, the proposed development
will not generate significant through traffic on the lower volume side roads. The roads that serve
as internal collectors will all meet the required 60’ right-of-way.
3. Is consistent with the purpose of the zone and the desired future character for the area
described in the Comprehensive Plan;

JHHR Holdings 1 Suburban Residential Development
Roadway Exception Request
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Complies. One of the goals described in the future character of this district is for improved
connectivity. The grid street pattern associated with the proposed development provides for
greater connectivity and access redundancy. Alternative mode connectivity is proposed via
pathway connections to South Park Loop Road and High School Road. These low-volume roads
are proposed to be similar to other nearby developments, such as Cottonwood Park and Indian
Trails, where cyclists, pedestrians, and vehicles share the roadway.
4. Will not pose a danger to the public health or safety; and
Complies. Consistent with other Teton County residential subdivisions (Melody Ranch and
Rafter J) and adjacent residential neighborhoods in the Town of Jackson (Cottonwood Park and
Indian Trails), pedestrians will share the streets. This will not pose a danger to the public health
and welfare for the following reasons:
•

Low speeds: The speed limit is 20 mph and street design will implement traffic calming
measures to discourage speeding. Vehicle speed is the largest factor in pedestrian and
bicycle safety.

•

Low vehicular traffic volumes: The volumes on these segments of the street network will
be quite low due to the size of the development. In addition, the gridded street network
allows for street redundancy thereby distributing traffic facilitating low volumes on each
segment.

•

Street alignment: The streets are straight and level facilitating good sight distance for
the visibility of bicyclists and pedestrians by motorists.

•

Street width: The Minimum Planning and Design Standards street width of 20-feet will
be maintained for the segments. The 5-foot snow storage and drainage easements will
ensure that all of the 20-foot street widths can remain open and unencumbered by
snow or stormwater. Note that the Minimum Planning and Design Standards do not
require separated pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities on the Local classifications as it is
anticipated that all modes will share the road. The 20-foot street width will fit easily
within the 40-foot right-of-way width.

5. The site is not subject to a series of incremental administrative adjustments that circumvent
the purpose of this Section.
Complies. This is the only Administrative Adjustment that has ever been requested on this
property.

LDR Section 7.6.4.C.2
The Teton County Engineer may grant exceptions to the standards and regulations contained in this
Section pursuant to Sec. 8.8.1.in order to provide flexibility to the application of these standards and
regulations and where exceptions do not materially compromise public safety. In granting an exception
the County Engineer must consider the following minimum criterion:
a. Potential land uses and traffic volumes to be served by the road at buildout; and
JHHR Holdings 1 Suburban Residential Development
Roadway Exception Request
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The land use will be a single-family residential neighborhood generating standard residential
vehicular trips. The volumes on the gridded, redundant street network will be low classifying the
streets as Local. As required by Section 7.6.4 Street and Road Standards the required street
width will be 20-feet, so the narrower right-of-way will not affect street width and shared use
functionality.
b. Compatibility with adjacent roadway sections; and
The 20-foot streets are consistent with the adjacent roadway sections. The only adjacent Teton
County residential development is Dairy Subdivision to the west that includes 20-foot street
widths on its road sections. Cottonwood Park adjacent to the north is in the Town of Jackson
and has 30-foot street widths. On street parking is allowed on side streets, but not on
Rangeview Drive for example. Street widths in nearby Melody Ranch and the internal roads of
Rafter J are also 20-feet.
c. Effect on non-motorized facility users; and
The reduced right-of-way width will not effect non-motorized facilities as the Local Classification
anticipates shared use streets without non-motorized facilities.
d. Cumulative effect if an exception to more than one standard is requested; and
Not applicable – one standard exception is being requested.
e. Effect of the exception on the safety of residents, motorists and nonmotorists; and
The reduced right-of-way widths on the low volume road segments will not effect the safety of
residents, motorists and non-motorists as the required 20-foot street width is being provided.
f.

Effect on level of service; and
The reduced right-of-way width will not effect the level of service as the full 20-foot street width
is being provided.

g. Accident data; and
No accident data is available as this is an undeveloped parcel.
h. Protection of resources regulated pursuant to Div. 5.1., Div. 5.2., and Div. 5.3.; and
There are no wetlands, waterbodies, or other protected resources in, around or near this property.
Existing agricultural fencing within the 26-acres will be removed, except along the east and south
sides of the site area where fencing will be required to be maintained to keep cattle out of proposed
residential areas. Any new proposed fencing will meet the requirements of LDR Section 5.1.2. The
proposed Road Exception Request will have no impact on wild animal feeding, air quality, water
quality, or manmade features. The project area is outside of the Natural Resources Overlay and Bear
Conflict Area 1. The Road Exception Request will also have no impact on exterior lighting or the
Scenic Resources Overlay.

JHHR Holdings 1 Suburban Residential Development
Roadway Exception Request
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SUBURBAN SKETCH PLAN FOR RES. DEV.
SKETCH PLAN
JHHR HOLDINGS I LLC
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TETON COUNTY, WYOMING
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MEMO
DATE: February 1, 2021
TO:

Board of County Commissioners, County Planning Director

FROM: Amy Ramage, PE – County Engineer
RE:

ADJ2020-0005 Administrative Adjustment for Road Exception Request
SKC2020-0001 Suburban Sketch Plan
1500 South Park Loop Road and a portion of the revised Hereford Ranch Tract 1
Applicant/Agent: JHHR Holdings I LLC / SJ Planning Solutions

This memo is intended to provide information regarding my recommendations for review of this Administrative
Adjustment (ADJ2020-0005) which is a Road Exception Request (RER) and its associated sketch plan (SKC2020-001).
Road Exception Requests are a mechanism to provide flexibility in the Road and Street Standards within the Land
Development Regulations. The process by which to consider exceptions to these standards is outlined in Article
7.6.4.C.2-3.
This request is to allow for 40’ road right-of-way width for the lower volume street network within their proposed
sketch plan. The standards within the LDRs require 60’ width be provided.
Usually, RERs are requested due to construction complexity or cost, impacts to natural resources, or physical
constraints of a site that require a technical review to determine if adjustments do not materially compromise public
safety and any proposed risk mitigation is adequate. This RER request is principally related to street setback and open
space dimensions for this greenfield development, rather than technical engineering components associated with
road infrastructure and geometry.
Per Article 8.2.9.C. “If an application that would generally be subject to a decision by a County official will have
significant local and community impacts that warrant public review, the County official may require the application be
reviewed by the appropriate advisory bodies and decided upon by the appropriate decision-making body.” Given the
direct correlation with the decision making of the Sketch Plan lying with the Board of County Commissioners, and the
findings to be made whether the ADJ request better “supports the purpose of the zone”, as required in LDR Article
8.8.1.C, I recommend that this ADJ application be considered by the Board of County Commissioners rather than a
staff level review and also recommend that it be considered concomitantly with the associated Sketch Plan as these
two applications are inherently interrelated.
Due to an error in in legal noticing, the sketch plan is scheduled to be heard before the Board of County
Commissioners on February 2, 2021, while the ADJ is currently scheduled in mid-February 2021. A staff report shall
contain additional information specific to the ADJ road exception at the time that it is heard before the Board.

December 14, 2020, New Business 1

Planning Commissioners - Staff Report
Subject: ADJ2020-0005
Location: 1500 South Park Loop Road
Applicant: Susan Johnson, SJ Planning Solutions
Property Owner: JHHR Holdings, LLC
Presenter: Andrew Bowen, Senior Planner

REQUESTED ACTION SUMMARY

An elevated Administrative Adjustment pursuant to Section 8.8.1 of the County's Land Development Regulations
to allow for a reduction in the dedicated public right-of-way (ROW) on multiple portions of interior roads as
proposed by SKC2020-0001. Please note that this Administrative Adjustment has been elevated by the Planning
and Development Director.

PURPOSE AND INTENT
SJ Planning Solutions in representation of JHHR Holdings, submitted a request for an Administrative Adjustment
to decrease the width of the road right-of-way from 60’ to 40’ within portions of a proposed 84 lot subdivision’ In
review of the application packet and the accompanying Sketch Plan (SKC2020-0001), the street network has been
designed in a grid schematic, as shown below.
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PC December 14, 2020, New Business 1:

LOCATION

The subject properties are located at 1500 South Park Loop Road (Existing Lot). The area to be subdivided is
located on the southeast corner of South Park Loop Road and High School Road. The parcels are zoned Suburban
and lie within the Scenic Resources Overlay (SRO).

ZONING/VICINITY MAP

Existing Lot
with Home

LOCATION

PIDN: 22-40-16-06-3-00-005 and 22-40-16-06-3-00-012

Site Size: 3.01 AC and 37 AC

Character District: 5: West Jackson

Subarea: 5.6 Northern South Park
Zone: Suburban

Overlay: Scenic Resources Overlays (SRO)
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PC December 14, 2020, New Business 1:

Zoning/ Overlays
Suburban
Scenic Resources Overlay

Comprehensive Plan
5. West Jackson
5.6 Northern South Park
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PC December 14, 2020, New Business 1:

EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS

Currently, a single-family residence that was built in 1902 and a 320 square foot shed exist on the westernmost
smaller parcel. The larger parcel has historically been used for agricultural purposes with irrigation ditches (both
conveyance ditches and laterals) and a center pivot used for irrigation. There are no protected natural resources
on the property, but there are several cottonwood trees and willows that must be maintained per SRO Standards.

STAFF ANALYSIS
The street network is a closed, inter-looped system and is continuous with no use of cul-de-sacs. All traffic will be
routed on internal collector streets which then will connect to South Park Loop Road to the west, and to High
School Road to the north.
Due to their physical design and design speed, the streets will be categorized as Local Minor and Major functional
classifications in accordance with the Minimum Planning and Design Standards per Land Development Regulation
(LDR) Section 7.6.4. According to these standards, a width of 60’ shall be provided for all rights-of-ways with road
speed limits of 25 mph (Local Minor) and 30 mph (Local Major). As proposed by the applicant, there will be a
development-wide 20 mph speed limit.
In trying to maximize the buildable areas within the proposed subdivision, the applicant has proposed to reduce
the ROW for all sections of the street network that will see less than 200 vehicles per day. In doing so, the applicant
is proposing a right-of-way width of 40’ with an additional 5’ easement on each side of the street for snow storage,
drainage, and utilities. It is important to note that this reduction request applies to a majority of the proposed
internal road network. For sections that will see traffic volumes that exceed 200 vehicles per day, the right-of-way
width has been proposed to maintain the required 60’.
In full review of the application and other documents provided, Planning staff recommends that this
Administrative Adjustment NOT BE APPROVED as all required findings of 8.8.1.C cannot be made due to the
possibility of the 5’ proposed easement not being able to handle snow storage capacity.

PRC ANALYSIS
Dave Gustafson, Road and Levee Manager (Attached)

PUBLIC COMMENT
On November 13, 2020, notice of this public hearing was mailed to property owners within 800 feet of the site.
Per the LDRs, a notice of the public hearing for this application must be posted on the site at least 10 days prior
to the hearing date. The posting of notice was complete on December 4, 2020. As of submittal of this report 0
public comments have been received.

LEGAL REVIEW THIS
Gingery

PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDATION
The Planning Director recommends DENIAL of Administrative Adjustment ADJ2020-0005 to allow a

decrease of portions of a proposed 84 lot subdivision’s rights-of-ways from 60’ to 40’ at parcel PIDNs 22-40-1606-3-00-005 and 22-40-16-06-3-00-012, dated September 15, 2020 not being able to make all five (5)
findings of Section 8.8.1.C of the Teton County Land Development Regulations.
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PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDED FINDINGS

PC December 14, 2020, New Business 1:

Prior to approving an Administrative Adjustment, the Board of County Commissioners shall make all five (5)
findings as required by 8.8.1.C . Said findings have been addressed below:
1. Complies with the applicability standards of this Section;

CAN BE MADE. Per LDR Section 8.8.1 B.10, street and road standards may be adjusted as allowed
by 7.6.4.C.
2. Either:
a. Compensates for some unusual constraint of the site or proposal that is not shared by landowners
generally, or
b. Better protects natural and scenic resources, or
c. Better supports the purpose of the zone;
CAN NOT BE MADE. As provided by the applicant, subsection c. was chosen as the justification for this
finding. While Planning staff agrees that the inter-looped network will lead to less intense travel for some
portions of the network, this reduction does not “better support the purpose of the zone (Below).”
Further, Planning staff received comment from Dave Gustafson, County Road and Levee Manager, who
stated that “based on my experience with the County road system, 5-foot snow storage along each side of
a road is inadequate. Is the subdivision proposing to periodically haul off snow?” It is for the possibility of
long-term maintenance issues that planning staff further cannot make this finding.
The purpose of the Suburban - County (S-TC) zone is to provide for places with enough open space
and sufficient lot size to provide a moderate predominance of landscape over buildings, where
there is less human interaction that in the Urban Zones, where a stronger sense of privacy is
maintained through building orientation and landscaping, and where shared open space is
provided. The intent is to provide for low to moderate density residential development with a
range of residential uses, and uses associated with residential uses.
3. Is consistent with the purpose of the zone and the desired future character for the area described in the
Comprehensive Plan;
NOT APPLICABLE. This reduction will not affect the future character for the area described in the
Comprehensive Plan.
4. Will not pose a danger to the public health or safety; and
NOT APPLICABLE. This reduction will not affect public health or safety, as the roadbed will a remain
constant road surface throughout the subdivision.
5. The site is not subject to a series of incremental administrative adjustments that circumvent the purpose
of this Section.
CAN BE MADE. This is the only Administrative Adjustment that has been requested on this property
Application Link: Physical copy available upon request.
https://tetoncountywy.sharepoint.com/sites/TetonCountyArchive/PermitDocuments/ADJ20200005,%20Application.pdf
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PC December 14, 2020, New Business 1:

SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to recommend APPROVAL of Administrative Adjustment ADJ2020-0005 to allow a decrease of

portions of a proposed 84 lot subdivision’s rights-of-ways from 60’ to 40’ at parcel PIDNs 22-40-16-06-3-00-005
and 22-40-16-06-3-00-012, dated September 15, 2020 being able to make all five (5) findings of Section
8.8.1.C of the Teton County Land Development Regulations.

Note: All motions are prepared in the affirmative.
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Principle 7.1—Meet future transportation demand with walk, bike, carpool, transit,
and micromobility infrastructure. If the fastest way to travel around the community and
region is by walking, biking, carpooling or taking transit, residents, and visitors will move in a
way that benefits the environment, their pocketbook, and their health. To achieve this goal, capital
investment in transportation must be focused on walking, biking, carpooling, and transit. Single
occupancy vehicle solutions have the most significant environmental footprint while providing
transportation access to a limited portion of the population. Increasingly, the transportation
network will be an interconnection of walking, biking, carpool, and transit infrastructure that makes
the single-occupancy vehicle the least convenient mode of travel.
Policy 7.1.a: Increase the capacity for walking,
biking, carpooling and riding transit
Every day, residents and visitors in the valley
consciously decide on their mode of travel. The Town
and County will make walking, biking, carpooling,
and riding START more convenient and efficient for
residents and visitors by adding capacity for these
modes of travel and prioritizing their movement
through intersections. Additional capacity for
single occupancy vehicles fills up with more singleoccupancy vehicles. If increased capacity is provided
for walking, biking, carpooling, and riding transit,
people will travel by those modes. Adding walk,
bike, carpool, and transit capacity moves more
people in the same footprint and is expandable to
meet demand.
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Policy 7.1.b: Create a transportation network based
on “complete streets” and “context sensitive”
solutions
The Town and County will implement the “complete
street” and “context sensitive” roadway design
standards. The construction of complete streets and
context sensitive roadways will serve as the backbone
for a community-wide transportation network
that supports a mode shift away from the singleoccupancy vehicle. To achieve the community’s
transportation vision, improvements should safely
accommodate all users, while prioritizing the
movement of pedestrians, bicyclists, carpoolers, and
transit riders.

